Postural control in Menière's disease and acoustic neurinoma when studied on a linearly oscillating platform.
We investigated the effect of visual control on postural stability on a moving platform in 36 patients with Menière's disease (MD) in 25 patients with operated acoustic neurinoma (AN) and in 19 healthy controls. The force platform was placed on rails and oscillated linearly at frequencies from 0.2 to 5 Hz at a constant velocity of 30 mm/s. In all subjects, the support surface oscillation produced postural instability that differed significantly from the base line stability. The body sway velocity increased almost linearly with the increase of stimulation frequency. The MD patients swayed more than the AN patients at base line measurements in non-visual conditions but not during platform movement. In visual conditions the AN patients stabilized their posture significantly better than the MD patients, who showed deteriorating visual control of posture during platform movement. The controls differed from the patients in all test conditions except 5 Hz stimulation, which causes the body segment to fall into resonance. The Romberg quotients (RQ) in MD patients was significantly poorer during platform movement than in controls, except at 5 Hz stimulation. The AN patients had higher RQ values than controls, and mainly used vision to compensate their vestibular deficit. Thus, patients with MD fail to control their posture efficiently with vision during movement which may explain the visually induced dizziness in MD patients.